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            BEFORE THE ELECTRICITY OMBUDSMAN, HARYANA 

Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission 

Bays No. 33 - 36, Sector – 4, Panchkula-134109 

Telephone No. 0172-2572299; Website: - herc.nic.in 

E-mail: eo.herc@nic.in   
        

        (Regd.  Post)       

Appeal No.  : 16/2021 

                 Received on  : 02.03.2021 

Registered on : 11.05.2021 

Date of order :         05.08.2021 

 

    In the matter of: - 

 Appeal against the order dated 17.3.20.21 passed by CGRF, DHBVNL, Gurugram in 

case No DH/CGRF-3397/2021. 

         Sh. Suresh Kumar, C-202, Goel Enclave, Sector-21-C, Old- Faridabad   

         Appellant/Complainant  

    

Versus 

 

DHBVNL 

                    Respondents 

  

     Before:  

     Sh. Virendra Singh, Electricity Ombudsman  

 

         Present on behalf of Appellant:  

         Sh. Suresh Kumar 

 

         Present on behalf of Respondents: 

         Sh. Nagender Singh SDO(OP)No.4 Sub Division, DHBVN, Old Faridabad   

  

          

ORDER 

   

1. Sh. Suresh Kumar, C-202, Goel Enclave, Sector-21-C, Old- Faridabad has filed an 

Appeal against the order dated 17.3.20.21 passed by CGRF, DHBVNL, Gurugram in 

case No DH/CGRF-3397/2021.The Appellant submitted as under: - 

1.1 On 19.09.2019, a bill was issued, showing consumption of 2405 units on 

average basis, for Rs. 18571/-, showing as faulty meter. The bill was on much 

higher side as compare to the previous regular bills as the bill of corresponding 

period of previous year was only at Rs. 7571. 

1.2 On 21.09.2019, online grievance was filed vide CMPF1400087842, requesting 

therein to correct the bill. It was further requested to inspect the meter and to 
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remove the fault if any, and issue the correct bill as per actual reading for 

making timely payment. It was noticed that the display of the meter was not 

showing any figure.  

1.3 On 24.09.2019, I also met personally the SDO in office and hand over 

application vide his office Receipt Register No 76. The then SDO Sh. Dharam 

Singh, marked the application requested to make the payment of the issued bill, 

and ensure to adjust the excess amount in the next bill after correcting it. 

1.4 On his assurance, I made the payment of Rs.  18571/- under protest before due 

date. 

1.5 But, neither the faulty meter was inspected nor the bill was rectified, and the 

next bill was also issued showing as average basis for Rs. 16926/ whereas the 

bill of corresponding period was only Rs. 2635/- only. 

1.6 The matter was again brought to the notice of the then SDO, telephonically and 

he assured to correct the same at earliest and told me not to pay the bill issued 

till then. After that I made repeated request on phone to the SDO to rectify my 

bill after removing the default of the meter or changing it                                               

1.7 On 31.12.2019 Vide CMPF1400010362, again filed complaints online to act on 

my previous application and to issue fresh bill after making correction to enable 

me to make timely payment.  

1.8 On 31.12.2019, my grievance was partly redressed. The old meter was removed 

and new meter was installed, but the old bills were not corrected.  

1.9 After installing new meter, a bill dated 11.01.2020, was received, billing 

1104.69 units of old meter up to 30.12.2019 on average basis and 160 units of 

New Meter from 31/12/2019 to 11.01.2020. Total bill including arrears of Rs. 

16926, was issued at Rs 24085/-. 

1.10 On 16.01.2020, again I filed online complaint vide CMPF14000105566, 

requesting therein to correct the bill. On 17.01.2020, my complaint was closed 

with the remarks:  

1.11 “SVR Form filled for checking the meter reading. Soon problem resolved”. 

1.12  But no action was taken. In spite of the online complaint, I made repeated 

request to the SDO telephonically to rectify the bill and issue bill of actual 

consumption. But no action was taken. Thereafter due to spread of CORONA, I, 

being the senior citizen, could not visit the office personally, and the site of the 

Nigam was also remained inactive for a long period. 
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1.13 Thereafter from 11.01.2020 till Nov. 2020, no bill was issued by the Nigam for 

the reason best known to the Nigam officer/officials. 

1.14 For this I also made repeated request telephonically to the JE to send the meter 

in laboratory for noting actual reading and requested to call me to be present 

there. But no call received from him till date and the old meter was sent and 

inspected in the Lab in my absence without any intimation to me. 

1.15 On 16.12.2020, instead of redressing my grievance, the SDO sent ALM Naresh 

to disconnect the supply from meter.  

1.16  On 17.12.2020, I visited JE office and as well as SDO office and requested for 

the revised bill and I was surprise to know that a bill of Rs. 138355 /- had been 

generated on 17.11.2020, showing old meter consumption of 2174 units and 

New meter reading at 5718. But the bill had been computed at 14228.53 units. 

On meeting, the SDO threatened to deposit at least Rs. 80000/-, to avoid 

disconnection of supply. 

1.17 However, the amount was much high as compare to my actual consumption of 

previous year’s which must be Approx. 25000/-, but still I deposited Rs. 

80,000/- under protest, to avoid disconnection.  

1.18  After examining the new bill dated 17. 11.2020, it was noticed that new meter 

was shown installed on 28.08.2020, whereas the new meter had been installed 

/changed on 31.12.2019, and after changing the meter, one bill dated 

11.01.2020 was issued showing   the consumption of new meter at 160 units 

for 12 days (i.e. from 31.12.2019 to 11.01.2020).  

1.19 On 22.12.2020, a grievance was again filed online to correct the mistakes in the 

bill and to revise it as per Nigam’s regulation and guidelines and issue refund 

in respect of the excess payment made on this account. The data of consumption 

of corresponding period of previous year was also furnished in the application 

for ready reference to compute the bills on that basis if the actual consumption 

is not available. But again, no action was taken on my application and new bill 

dated 11.01.2021, raised without correcting the previous bills showing arrear 

amount of Rs. 62373/- including surcharge after allowing credit of Rs.80000/-

, which amount to the harassment attitude of the Nigam’ officer and officials 

towards honest consumers.  

1.20 On 22.01.2021, in view of the above facts and the careless attitude of Nigam’s 

officers towards redressing of grievances, i.e. close all grievances same day 

without taking any action, I filed grievance petition before the Hon’ble CGRF 
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DHBVN Hisar, who heard the case on 12.02.2021, The respondent SDO filed no 

reply.  The Forum directed the SDO to rectify the 3 bills i.e. of Sep 2019, Nov2019 

and Jan 2020, on the basis of the consumption of units of corresponding period 

of previous years and update the MCO from actual date and delivered the 

rectified bill with in fifteen days.  But, in spite of making compliance to the 

directions of the Hon’ble Forum, the SDO sent lineman to disconnect the power 

supply of the meter and this action was stopped after great effort reminding the 

directions of the forum to the SDO.   

1.21 On 17.03.2021, the case was again heard. The Forum passed final order, with 

the same directions to get the MCO effected from actual date and get the issue 

resolved within 15 days from that order and did not discuss the other issues in 

detail.  

1.22 But till today, the bills have not been rectified by the concerned SDO. 

1.23 In view of the facts and circumstances, and the careless, lethargic and 

harassing attitude of Nigam’ officer / officials towards redressing of public 

grievances, as well as towards making compliance to the orders of the Hon’ble 

Forum, I am inclined to knock the door of your Hon’ble court to seek justice as I 

am an honest consumer and paying my bills regularly and honestly for years.   

The Relief sought by petitioner.   

➢ The Nigam may be directed to rectify the 3 bills i.e. of Sep 2019, Nov. 2019 and 

Jan 2020, taking the consumption on the basis of the units consumed during the 

corresponding period of previous year, data of which is reproduce below for 

ready reference: 

Consumption recorded during corresponding period of previous year when the 

meter was functional and recording correctly 

Billing of 

corresponding 

period of 

previous year 

No 

of 

days 

Units 

consumed 

Amount 

of bill 

Bill date Date of 

payment 

27.07.18 to 

19.09.18 

56 1172 7571 25.09.2018 26.09.2018 

19.09.18 to 

22.11.18 

64 602 2635 24.11.18 28.11.18 
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22.11.18 to 

22.01.19 

61 574 2371 29.01.19 03.02.19 

Total 181 2348 12577   

 

      

➢ In view of above, the consumption for the corresponding period of 181 days in 

three cycles was 2348 units, for amount of Rs. 12577/-, which gives average 

amount of Rs. 5.35 per unit. So, the consumption for the period of default from 

date 11.07.2019 to 31.12.2019 i.e. 173 days, works out   2244 units and the 

bill amount, on the said average basis comes to Rs. approx. 12020/-. If we add 

bill of 160 units of new meter from 31.12/2019 to 11.01.2020, which approx. 

Come at Rs. 900/-, then the total bill comes to 12020 +900 = Rs. 12920/- for the 

period from entire defaulting period from 11.07.2019 to 31.12.2019 + 11 days 

of Jan 2020.  

➢ The date of installation of new meter may be taken the actual date i.e. 

31.12.2019, in place of 28.08.2020, as wrongly shown in the bill. 

➢ Further the bill issued dated 17.11.2020, may be amended by taking the actual 

consumption of 5558 units of New Meter i.e. (5718-160), giving the slab benefit 

benefits in 5 cycles from 11.01.2020 to 17.11.2020, and the bill amount of which 

comes less than Rs. 30000/-. 

➢ The total of bills as discussed in para 2 and 4, comes to less than Rs. 43000/- 

(i.e.12920+30000), against which I have deposited Rs.  98571/- 

(i.e.18571+80000). Hence, a refund of approx. Rs   55571/- may be issued with 

interest after adjusting bills of actual bills of Jan. and March 2021. 

➢ No surcharge may be imposed as no bi-monthly regular bill was raised/issued 

for 5 cycles from 12.01.2020 to Nov. 2020, by the Nigam and for this default of 

Nigam, the consumer may not be penalized.  

➢ No supply may be cut until the finalization of until the overhauling of all the bill.  

➢ Suitable action may be taken against the officer/official responsible for reporting 

wrong date of change of old meter advertently with malice motive, tempering the 

record.   

➢ Suitable action may also be taken against the officer/official responsible for 

sending the faulty meter in Lab for testing without intimating and calling me to 

present on the spot for inspection.  
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➢ Cash damages for Rs. 50,000/- for mental agony and harassment made over a 

period of more than one year and that too to a senior citizen of 63 years in the 

days of Covid 19 pandemic.  

➢  Any other damages, compensation and other exemplary punishment which the 

Hon’ble court may deem fit in the interest of Justice to avoid such recurrences in 

future for the public at large. 

Explanation how relief offered by Forum does not meet the justice demanded   

in the complaint.  

• The Ld. Forum has errored in categorically directing the Nigam to rectify 3 bills 

of faulty meter period i.e. 11.07.2019 to 31.12.2019 on the basis of units 

consumed during the corresponding period of previous year as laid down in 

Regulation No 6.9.1(a) of Nigam’s sale circular No D-12/2014. 

• The learned Forum errored in mentioning categorically in order to raise bills for 

the period 11.01.2020 to 17.11.2020, taking the actual units of reading allowing 

the slab benefit of 5 cycles as no bi- monthly bill was raised during this period 

and no surcharge may be imposed on the consumer for the default of the Nigam.  

• The learned Forum did not mention in the order the directions to the Nigam that 

no supply of power may be disconnect till the final redressal of the grievance of 

the consumer, as pronounced during the course of hearing.  

2. The appeal was registered on 11.05.2021 as an appeal No. 16/2021 and accordingly, 

notice of motion to the Appellant and the Respondents was issued on 11.05.2021 for 

hearing the matter on 03.06.2021. 

3. Hearing was held on 03.06.2021, as scheduled. The representative of the Respondent 

SDO requested that they require some more time for submitting the point wise reply 

of the appeal. Accordingly, the Respondent SDO was directed to submit his reply 

within ten days with advance copy to the Appellant, and also to ensure his presence 

during the next date of hearing. The matter was adjourned to 21.06.2021. 

4. Hearing was again held on 21.06.2021, as scheduled. At the outset, the Respondent 

submitted that in some cases including this case, the record of MCOs was not 

traceable and further course of action in the matter was to be decided by the 

committee in CBO. Accordingly, the requisite record has been submitted there. He 

requested to allow 20 days’ time for submitting the reply of the appeal. Acceding to 

the request of the Respondent SDO, the matter was adjourned to 13.07.2021. 
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5. Proceeding was held on 13.07.2021, as scheduled. The Appellant submitted that he 

received the reply that day only and required some time to study it and to respond. 

Acceding his request, the matter was adjourned to 26.07.2021.  

6. Hearing was held on 26.07.2021, as scheduled. At the outset, the Appellant submitted 

that meter rent taken by the respondent was not correct and the Respondent must 

clarify the same, Acceding the matter was adjourned to 05.08.2021 with direction to 

the Respondent SDO to clarify the issue raised by the Appellant. 

7. Finally, the matter was heard on 05.08.2021. The Respondent SDO submitted that 

Rs. 1,07,340.74 including surcharge has been refunded/adjusted in the Appellant’s 

account. The Appellant was agreed with submission of the Respondent and stated 

that he was also informed for refund of the amount by CBO on phone. The Respondent 

SDO also clarified that meter rent is being charged since Nigam’s meter was installed 

in the Appellant’s premises. The Appellant is satisfied with the action taken by the 

Respondent SDO. 

8. In view of above, the appeal is disposed off accordingly. 

     Both the parties to bear their own cost. File may be consigned to record. 

          Given under my hand on this day of 05.08.2021. 

                                    

 

                                                                                          

                                                                                           (Virendra Singh) 

Dated: 5th August, 2021        Electricity Ombudsman, Haryana 

 

Memo. No. HERC/EO/Appeal No.16/2021/        Dated: -  

1. Sh. Suresh Kumar, C-202, Goel Enclave, Sector-21-C, Faridabad. 

(goelsk391@gmail.com) 

2. The Managing Director, DHBVNL, Vidyut Sadan, Vidyut Nagar, Hisar – 125005. 

3. The Chief Engineer ‘Op” Zone, Shakur Basti, Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi – 

110026. 

4. The Superintending Engineer ‘Op.’ Circle, DHBVNL, Faridabad.  

5. The Executive Engineer ‘Op’, Sector – 15, DHBVNL, Near Gurudwara, 

Faridabad – 121007. 

6. The SDO(OP)No.4 Sub Division, DHBVN, Old Faridabad - 121002 

 


